Architectural Studies Courses Offered Spring 2015 (10/21/14): Courses in **bold** count towards the major's core requirements. Courses in *italics* count towards the minor. For architecture study abroad and summer opportunities: ase.tufts.edu/art/architecture/summer.htm. For full information about Architectural Studies, see ase.tufts.edu/art/Architecture or the Tufts Bulletin uss.tufts.edu/stuServ/bulletin/. For Experimental College classes that may count towards the major and minor, check the Ex College website.

Architectural and Art History
FAH 2  Art History 1700-Present  
**FAH 15**  *Japanese Architecture*  
FAH 19  Classical Archaeology  
FAH 21  Early Islamic Art  
**FAH 98**  *Senior Project Seminar*  
FAH 104  Greek Art and Archaeology  
**FAH 120**  *Armenian Art, Architecture and Politics*  
**FAH 121**  *Early Islamic Art*  
**FAH 193**  *Histories of Modern Architecture*

Studio Art
DR 20  Stage Engineering  
**DR 21**  *Computer-Assisted Design: 3-D Modeling*  
DR 125  Scene Design  
**FAM 20**  *Design: Foundation*  
FAM 21  Design: Intermediate to Advanced  
**FAM 22**  *Design: Architectural*  
**FAM 23**  *Intermediate to Advanced Architecture (high demand)*  
FAM 26  *Drawing: Foundation*  
FAM 39  Graphic Design  
FAM 54  Painting Foundation  
FAM 63  Perspective Drawing  
FAM 77  Sculpture: Foundation  
FAM 93  Watercolor

Humanities and Social Sciences
**ANTH 20**  *Global Cities*  
ANTH 42  Extreme Environments  
**ANTH 128**  Mesoamerican Archaeology  
ANTH 149-23  Food Places  
EC 30  Environmental Economics  
EC 127  Urban Economics  
**HIST 161**  *Vienna: A Biography*  
HIST 290  Material Culture  
PSY 27  Perception  
PSY 130  Advanced Engineering Psychology  
**SOC 113**  *Urban Sociology*  
UEP 101  Land Use Planning  
**UEP 181**  *Homelessness in America*  
UEP 284  Developing Sustainable Communities  
**UEP 294-04**  *Urban Planning and Design* (.5 credit class; meets Jan 21.-March 2 only)

Engineering and Technology
CEE 1  Introduction to Civil and Environmental Engineering  
CEE 24  Steel Design  
**ENP 61**  *Introduction to Human Factors and Ergonomics*  
ENP 161  Human Factor Product Design  
ES 2  Introduction to Computing in Engineering  
ES 9  Applied Mechanics (Strength of Materials)  
**ES 27**  *Public Health Engineering*  
**GIS 101**  *Introduction to Geographic Information Systems* (apply at GIS 101 Spring 2015 Expression of Interest Form)  
GIS 102  Advanced Geographic Information Systems